Introduction
A search for the Higgs boson decaying to the W W * final state is presented. The dileptonic decay modes H → W W → ℓℓ have been studied using an integrated luminosity of about ∼ 3 fb −1 of RunII data recorded between 2002 and 2008. These decay modes provide the best sensitivity to a Standard Model (SM) Higgs boson search at the Tevatron at a mass of m H ∼ 160 GeV /c 2 . In order to maximize the signal to background separation multivariate techniques are used. If combined with searches exploiting the W H and ZH associated production, these decay modes increase the sensitivity for the Higgs boson searches across a large mass range.
Event Selection
In this channel we utilize that high mass Higgs boson decay dominantly via a pair of W boson. Each W boson is subsequently required to decay leptonically, producing a lepton and a neutrino escaping the detector. Since either electrons or muons are selected three different final states exist, ee, eµ and µµ. Each channel features a distinctive signature characterized by two leptons, missing transverse energy (E / T ) and little jet activity. The lepton candidates are selected by using a three level trigger system triggering on either single or di-lepton events. In the offline analysis electrons are identified using calorimeter and tracking information. Muons are reconstructed from hits in the wire chambers and scintillators in the muon system and must match a track in the central tracker. All leptons are required to be isolated. In all final states the leptons have to be oppositely charged. Muons are required to exceed a transverse momentum of at least 10 GeV and the electrons of 15 GeV. Additionally the invariant mass of the two leptons in each event is required to be greater than 15 GeV. This stage is referred to as the preselection stage. The invariant mass peak at this stage for each of the three channels is shown in Figure 1 . Subsequently most of the multi-jet ("QCD") background is removed by applying requirements on the missing transverse energy, E / T , th International Conference on High Energy Physics, Philadelphia, 2008 and the scaled missing transverse energy ,E / Scaled T , which is the E / T divided by the E / T resolution. This quantity is particularly sensitive to events where the missing energy could be a result of mismeasurements of jet energies in the transverse plane. A requirement on the minimal transverse mass,
, between one of the leptons and E / T further reduces the various background processes. A large fraction of remaining back-to-back Z/γ * → ℓℓ is reduced by rejecting events with a wide opening angle between the leptons. 
Multivariate Discriminant
To improve the separation of signal from background, artificial neural networks (NN) are used. Hereby signal like events get a high NN ouput value close to 1 assigned whereas background events peak around 0. The NNs were trained and tested using 50% of the available background and signal samples, applying all MC/Data corrections like reconstruction and trigger efficiencies as in the analysis. The other half of the available samples has been used for the analysis, limit setting and Data/MC comparison. In order to exploit a potential signal as thoroughly as possible a separate NN has been trained for each Higgs mass and final state. The NN is based on a list of input variables which have been chosen based on their separation power between background and signal for the various distributions for each of the three channels. The NN is applied to all events passing the final selection requirements described in Section 2. The NN output distribution for m H = 160 GeV is displayed in Figure 2 for all three channels. 
Results and Conclusion
Limits on the cross section for Higgs boson production times the branching fraction into the H → W W * → ℓℓ final states are derived at the 95% Confidence Level (CL). The estimates for the expected number of background and signal events depend on numerous factors, each of them introducing a systematic uncertainty. Two different kinds of systematics have been considered: flat systematics which show no dependency in terms of the NN value and shape systematics that modify the shape of the distribution of the NN variable used for limit setting. The following flat systematics have been studied: lepton reconstruction efficiencies (2.5-8%), lepton momentum calibration (2%), theoretical cross section (di-boson 7%, tt 10%, W +jet 20%), different modeling of multi-jet background. The following systematics are implemented as shape dependent systematics: jet reconstruction efficiency(6%), jet energy scale calibration (7%), jet energy resolution (0.3%), modeling of the instantaneous luminosity (0.3%), modeling of the z-vertex distribution (1%), modeling of p T (W W ), p T (H), and p T (Z) (2-33%). The systematic uncertainty on these p T modeling has been determined by comparing the p T distributions of Pythia, Sherpa, and MC@NLO. Sherpa and MC@NLO agree well with each other and generate harder p T spectra than Pythia. Since the luminosity is determined by normalizing to the Z-peak the systematic uncertainty is mainly a combination of the PDF uncertainty, uncertainty of the NNLO Z cross section (4%) and data/MC normalization factors (2%). The total uncertainty on the background level is approximately 10% and for the signal efficiency it is 9%. After all selection cuts the the expected background and data agrees well. Thus the NN output distributions are used to set limits on the production cross section times branching ratio σ × BR(H → W W ( * ) ). We calculate limits for each channel and all three channels combined, using a modified frequentist method, the CLs method, with a log-likelihood ratio (LLR) test statistic. To minimize the degrading effects of systematics on the search sensitivity, the individual background contributions are fitted to the data observation by maximizing a profile likelihood function for each hypothesis. 
Standard Model = 1.0 Expected and observed limit for H → W W → ℓℓ search has been performed for the H → W W → ℓℓ decay signature of the Standard Model Higgs boson in leptonic channels, using data corresponding to an integrated luminosity of ≈ 3 fb −1 . No evidence for the Higgs particle is observed and these data have been combined with the CDF data. These combination lead to the first direct Standard Model Higgs excluison at Tevatron.
